
Our company is looking to fill the role of development, tech lead. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for development, tech lead

Support issues related to Windows middleware environments such as IIS
5/6/7/8 setup, applications pools creations on Windows platform, IIS/ App
Pool recycles, CPU/ disk space issues, service alerts, logs mining, logs
archiving, SSL certificates renewal
Represent the technical team at client meetings
This person will be leading a team of 3-5 (flex up to 10-15) depending on the
size of the project and at what point the project is in
Responsible for project planning, execution of project work plan and revision
as appropriate, to meet the changing needs and requirements, status
reporting, risk management and metrics management
Hands on contribution in technical development task like technical design,
code reviews, coding of complex modules, system integration testing,
performance and security review, POC and R&D driven by business needs
Estimates projects using industry standard estimation models
Adhere to industry and company coding standards & Conduct code reviews
Independently manages project development efforts
Properly designed unit test cases, design and code reviews
Thorough execution of test cases, recording of test results, tracking and
resolution of defects

Qualifications for development, tech lead

Example of Development, Tech Lead Job Description
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In depth understanding of network and operating system fundamentals,
including experience in multithreaded systems
Expertise in software development on UNIX style operating systems such as
Linux or FreeBSD along with experience in Unix shell scripting (bash, csh)
Expertise in REST APIs, enterprise UI/UX design and development, web
security
Knowledge of high performance and distributed computing
Knowledge of HTML, MySQL, and preferably NoSQL databases


